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MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL ISTELLIGENCE

SUBJECT: Soviet Stateseat on American Subversive and
Espionage Activity, 6 February 1937

1. In a three-hoer broadcast and televised press

conference of unprecedented elaborateness, L. L. Ilyichev,

head of the USSR Foreign Ministry's press department, pre-

sented detailed charges of America subversive and espionage

activities against the USSR and ether Sloe countries.

2. *oat of the material has been discussed earlier in

the Soviet press and radio at various times. A number of

captured agents were presented personally before a large

audience of 200 newsmen, including many Western correspond-

ents, and their "espionage materials" were prominently dis-

played.

3. The statement ens made after three persons had been

arrested in the United States as Soviet spies and a number

of Soviet diplomatic personnel had been expelled from the

United States and several Latin American and West trepan

countries on charges of espionage and subversion. It also

occurred in the midst of increasingly palpable student, in-

tellectual, and worker unrest within the USSR. Thus its

timing is apparently calculated to counteract the impact of

these events and to serve as a warning to Soviet citizens



and possibly as a pretest for cracking down on non-conformist

elements within the USSR.

4. flyichev began with a general statement that "imperial-

ist aggressive quarters in Intern countries" have always tried

to undermine the Soviet Union. Mow the United States, "for the

first tine in history, " has "raised to the level of official

policy subversive activity against countries *unsuitable' to

it." Ilytobev referred to an early 1256 White Mouse state-

nowt" that "liberate* of the people's democracies was, is,

and till be the chief aim of United States Policy until suc-
cess is achieved...." "ft is a matter of common knowledge

that the gaited States Cowes* earmarks hundreds of millions

of dollars for subversive activity," said llytchev, and he

went on to repeat familiar Soviet charges against the Mutual

Security Act and the Marston Amendment.

S. °nitrating that "official United States government

bodies are conducting subversive and espionage activity against

the pence-loving countries," Ilyichev added that "these self-

same forces are actually operating under the guise of all sorts

of 'private' committees, foundations, and unions. Noteworthy

in this connection is the ford Foundation and the Mockerfeller

Foundation. The best known organisation established for fi-

nancing and directing subversive activity is the so-called

'Crusade for Freedom'."
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S. In connection with "interference in the home affairs

of the Soviet Union and other Socialist nations by the aggres-

sive quarter* of the United Statis t " Ilyichev again mentioned

the American military attaches, Stockell and Unsay, and

charged that during the period between April 1980 and December

11486 there mere "no less than 12 violations of the Soviet Unions

air space."

7. The most important mans mentioned at the press con-

ference are listed below.

a. alai and Ihramtmew were reportedly smuggled

into Soviet territory on an intelligence mission.

(SR eommeat: An Sitoperation t to 'which two young

Soviet defective, trained in the *Mania area*

were despatched overland from Mornay into the

USSR. They were captured at an early stags af-

ter infiltration and their eases publicised.)

b. Mores vas reportedly smuggled into the uasa via

Turkey and immediately surrendered to Soviet
authorities.
(SS comsat: The Director has recently been
briefed on this case which still contains sensi-
tive aspects touching cm CIA relations with

German authorities.)



C. Irving Fiedler, Bonald Bollenbach, and Robert

Dreier are mentioned as having been connected

with espionage.

d. lakhnes Barbanel'', Skov, and *alga are Moiled

as agents infiltrated by air into the USSR.

(Si commitg These were four of a group of eight

NTS agents air-dropped into the USSR is April 1953.

The capture and execution of these four was an-

nounced with fanfare by the Soviet press and radio

in Sty 1983.)

e. Takata, Sedryavteev, Nevikov, and ihmeinitaki were

present at the press conference, and each made a

long statemeot on the history of his recruitment,

training, and despatch.

(SR Comment: Those were the remaining four of the

NTS group mentioned above. Both Novikov and

Shmelnitekl were played back at us over a period

Of three years. Novikov was surfaced several



months ago, and the play cut off. emelnitski

is here surfaced for the first time. The fact

that these agents were under WM Control was

positively known by us in the case of Movikov,

and strongly presumed in the case of amelnitski.)

8. The Director is mentioned by name by Takata (above) as

follows: n .,./in American serviceman had sown ampules with prus-_
sic acid into the collars of our shirts. " Among ourselves we

called these ampules a 'friendly giftl from Mr. Alien hullos."
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